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Wavefront International releases Cat Guide1.0 for iPhone/iPod touch
Published on 08/16/09
Colorado based Wavefront International has released Cat Guide 1.0, the easiest, most
versatile Cat Breed reference guide for the iPhone and iPod touch yet. Specifically
developed to take advantage of the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, Cat Guide
features easy scrolling through traits and behaviors on over 170 breeds. In addition, the
Cat Guide calculates your cat's age fast and accurately using the most sophisticated
algorithm available.
Boulder, Colorado - Wavefront International has released Cat Guide 1.0, the easiest, most
versatile Cat Breed reference guide for iPhone and iPod touch ever. Specifically developed
to take advantage of the iPhone's unique capabilities and interface, Cat Guide features
easy scrolling through traits and behaviors on over 46 top breeds. In addition, the Cat
Guide calculates your cat's age fast and accurately using the most sophisticated algorithm
available.
Arguably one of Cat Guide's most inventive features is its ability to quickly view a wide
range of helpful cat breed characteristics in an easy to understand visual format. What
size will a American Shorthair reach as an adult? Are Bombays very vocal? And let's see if
Burmese breeds are affectionate or not.
Interested in knowing what your cat's age is in human terms? WFIs Cat Guide uses the most
sophisticated algorithm available to quickly calculate your cat's age and is presented in
clear, concise format both numerically and in chart form.
Feature Summary:
* Easily scroll through traits and behaviors on over 46 top breeds
* Nearly every TICA recognized breeds included
* Internal database, no internet access required
* Determine your cat's age fast and accurately. Simply select your cat's breed and age,
your cat's age is calculated and displayed right on your iPhone or iPod touch
* And More
A must have pocket reference when shopping for your next companion. Cat Guide is simple,
easy to read and understand. Cat breeds are sorted by category (short hair, long hair and
curly coat) for fast searching for a particular breed type. What's more, cat breeds are
easily identified by clear, easy to view images.
The application sports visually appealing and dynamic charts for displaying cat age.
Simply select your cat's age in years and months by swiping the convenient scroll wheel;
your cat age is calculated using the most advanced algorithm available then displayed
right on your iPhone or iPod touch.
System Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone and iPod touch (2nd generation)
* Requires iPhone 2.2 software update
* iPhone and iPod touch OS 3.0 Ready
Pricing and Availability:
Cat Guide 1.0 for iPhone is only $1.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
Wavefront International:
http://www.gotowfi.com/
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Cat Guide1.0:
http://gotowfi.com/lvl3/apps-catguide.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=325841484&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://gotowfi.com/graphics/apps-catguide-more1.jpg
App Icon:
http://gotowfi.com/graphics/apps-catguide.jpg

Located in beautiful Boulder, Colorado, Wavefront International LLC is a privately held
company founded in 2008 by Tony Cline. Wavefront's mission is to pursue a passion in
guiding and empowering their customers with novel and innovative goods and services aimed
solely at enhancing the quality of their lives, and strive to offer a balanced approach
that address the needs of all of their customers. The goods and services delivered will
reflect this passion without compromise. Copyright 2008-2009 Wavefront International LLC.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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